Abstract. Counter to the often assumed division of labour between content and function words, we argue that both types of words have lexical content in addition to their logical content. We propose that the difference between the two types of words is a difference in degree. We conducted a preliminary study of quantificational determiners with methods from Distributional Semantics, a computational approach to natural language semantics. Our findings have implications both for distributional and formal semantics. For distributional semantics, they indicate a possible avenue that can be used to tap into the meaning of function words. For formal semantics, they bring into light the context-sensitive, lexical aspects of function words that can be recovered from the data even when these aspects are not overtly marked. Such pervasive context-sensitivity has profound implications for how we think about meaning in natural language.
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1. Introduction

Is there a categorical difference between the semantics of content (or open-class/lexical) words and function (or closed-class/logical) words in natural languages? Common wisdom in linguistic research holds that the answer is ‘yes’. According to this view, functional items encode the grammatical knowledge of language speakers, while content words are a reflex of world knowledge. In some incarnations of this view, the functional vocabulary is given by the language faculty, and is thus universal and biologically determined (see for example May 1991; Partee 1992; Chierchia 2013). It provides a syntactic skeleton into which lexical content is inserted, a mental coat rack onto which colourful content about the world can be hung.

Despite intuitions about the existence of the two classes, finding a precise semantic difference has proven to be difficult. The most frequently cited idea, borrowed from a tradition in logic aimed at defining logical constants, is that function words have meanings that are invariant across certain mathematical transformations of their domains. Examples of transformations that have been proposed to diagnose logical constants include invariance under permutations (Tarski and Givant 1987; van Benthem 1989; Sher 1991), invariance under surjective functions (Feferman 1999), invariance under potential isomorphisms (Bonnay 2008), etc. What all these have in common is the underlying idea that logical meanings are topic-independent: the validity
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2Another idea that was advanced is that function words involve higher types than lexical items (cf. Partee 1992). See also MacFarlane (2017) for a review of the philosophical literature on logical constants.
of a logical inference should not be dependent on the particular properties of what one is talking about. The appropriateness of the above ideas for diagnosing logical constants is a subject of lively debate, but they are clearly unsuitable for diagnosing function (logical) words of natural language (see Gajewski 2002; van Benthem 2002). This is because they predict certain lexical items to be logical (e.g. the predicates self-identical, exist), and they also predict that certain intuitively logical elements of natural language, e.g. the quantifier every or each, are not logical since they have a lexical restriction that they need to quantify over countable objects, hence *Every/*Each milk is in the fridge.

The intuitive distinction between the two classes of words seems at first to be supported by research in Distributional Semantics (DS). This computational approach to natural language semantics is based on the “distributional hypothesis” by Harris (1954), according to which one can infer a meaning of a word by looking at its context. Meanings of words differ in DS, because they will co-occur with different contexts with different probabilities. While the approach has been very successful in capturing the meanings of lexical words and lexical aspects of meaning in general (synonymy, hyponymy, etc.), there is very little evidence that DS can capture semantic properties of function words (though see Baroni et al. 2012; Bernardi et al. 2013; Hermann et al. 2013; Linzen et al. 2016). It is easy to see why: if logical meanings are topic-independent, their logical meanings will not be reflected by their distributions, and all logical words will have the same DS meaning.

However, the actual picture that emerges from DS is not a clear-cut division between the two classes of items. What we show in this paper is that when we approach function words (in particular, determiners) with DS methods, what comes to light is that logical items in natural language have a layer of non-logical meaning in addition to their logical meaning. Function words do not have purely logical content, but are a mixture of logical content and more “worldly” content comprised of lexical and distributional aspects of meaning. This is also one of the reasons why logical methods such as permutation invariance fail to diagnose functional items of natural language correctly. While DS is indeed blind to purely logical meaning, it brings to light the lexical and distributional aspects of functional items in natural language.

Our results suggest the following picture. There are context-invariant, logical aspects of meaning, and lexical/distributional aspects of meaning that tend to be modulated by the context. But the two types of meaning do not map neatly to two different types of words. More often than not, the total conceptual meaning of words is composed of both types of meaning, but to varying degrees. For example, an adjective such as heavy has, beside its lexical content relating to heaviness, a logical aspect of being a predicate over degrees. Aspects of the lexical meaning of heaviness can be modulated by context (heavy elephant vs. heavy bleeding), but not the logical meaning of being a degree predicate. A determiner such as some has, besides its logical meaning of being an existential quantifier, context-sensitive lexical aspects, for example an inference of uncertainty about identity on the part of the speaker. This type of lexical content of quantifiers has a high degree of contextual variability, similarly to other types of lexical content (e.g. Some guy called you vs. There is some milk in the fridge).
Our results connect to a growing body of evidence that challenges the traditional division between lexical and functional words. Firstly, one of the reasons why permutation invariance fails to correctly capture logical words in natural language is because of the sensitivity of these items to the properties of the linguistic and extralinguistic context. Sensitivity of certain quantifiers to the mass/count distinction, indefinites introducing discourse referents, the focus sensitivity of particles and negation, etc. are all examples of such lexical (or pragmatic) dependencies of the context. Such context-sensitivity is the essence of non-logical content.

A second, theoretical argument might come from language variation. The quantifier systems of even very closely related languages can be quite different. However, the variation, at least in the case of well-studied European languages, is not so much in the logical content expressed but more in the non-logical content associated with quantifiers. For example, indefinites in English (*a, some, any*) and German (*ein, irgendein, etwas*, etc.) differ not in their logical meanings but in the non-logical, lexical and distributional aspects associated with them.

A third reason for challenging the idea of a clean cut between the two types of words might come from historical linguistics: recent advances in this field seem to call into question the traditional idea according to which functional items are more stable than lexical items. For example, Greenhill et al. (2017) argue that grammatical features tend to change faster than basic lexical vocabulary. Similarly, a substantial part of the functional vocabulary belongs to the fast-changing items in the lexicon. This shows that functional items and grammatical features are not, generally speaking, the stable pillars in the dynamics of language change that they were often assumed to be. Various subsystems of language show differing patterns of dynamics, but the classification into these subsystems does not follow the lexical/functional division.

What our results add to the above theoretical arguments is that they bring to light the lexical and distributional aspects of the meaning of quantifiers, even when these are not overtly marked by the morphology. Our methods, based on distributional semantics, can associate latent semantic dimensions to these quantifiers. Some of these correspond to well-known aspects of quantifiers with a special distribution (e.g. *any*), and some correspond to semantic distinctions that are unmarked in English but marked in other languages, as in the case of *some*.

Our view of lexical semantics is a mixed model that incorporates elements from both traditional approaches to lexical semantics and distributional semantics. Traditionally, the lexical semantics of a word is the meaning that is associated with it in the lexicon. This meaning is assumed to depend on the circumstances of the evaluation (or contexts in the sense of Kaplan 1989) in the case of many lexical items, for example indexicals, demonstratives and possibly a large number of other items such as adjectives, attitude verbs, etc. Context-sensitivity, in these systems, means that the lexical meaning contains a variable whose value needs to be fixed by some context. For example, the cutoff-point for a degree adjective such as *heavy* might be supplied by the context and will be different for elephants and for mice. The lexical meaning offered by distributional semantics is context-sensitive in a much more radical way: the conceptual structures that we associate with words are gleaned from the contexts of use (dis-
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tributions) and might change with use over time and across different corpora. In the mixed model we assume here (see Asher et al. 2016) words have logical content (which we cannot derive from distributions, for the reasons described above) which plays a role not only in establishing their denotation but also in the composition of meaning as well; the logical content of an adjective, for instance, is that it must modify in some way a noun meaning, and all adjectives have that function, though their modification may proceed in different ways depending on whether they are subsective or non-subsective. However, all words also have lexical and distributional aspects which we can induce from our corpora via DS methods. These include what is traditionally thought of as the conceptual content associated with words (e.g. whatever makes an elephant an elephant) and also distributional (selectional) restrictions. While logical content is by nature context-invariant, lexical content is by nature context-sensitive in the sense that underspecified (‘clouds of’) meanings get precisified, shifted and modulated in context as in the case of heavy bleeding vs. heavy box. Our mixed model assumes that the two types of content complement and interact with each other.

Recognising the important aspect that the lexical (and pragmatic) aspects of function words play in their meaning also delineates which avenues are open for distributional semantics when it comes to approaching logical meanings. Lexical aspects of function words open a side-entrance by which it might be possible to approach the meaning of function words in natural language indirectly. One example of such an approach is Kruszewski et al.’s (2016) article, which proposes to tap into the meaning of negation in natural language by exploiting its focus-sensitive nature.

Our view also has consequences for the idea of the ‘Logicality of language’, proposed recently by Gajewski (2002), Fox and Hackl (2007) and Chierchia (2013), among others. These approaches rely crucially on the idea that there is a fundamental distinction between content and function words in natural language and that grammar is sensitive only to the content of functional vocabulary. If our approach is on the right track, then the presupposition of these accounts is not met in natural languages: the two types of content do not map to two different types of vocabulary. In Abrusán et al. (to appear) we spell out an alternative approach to explain the problems discussed in the ‘Logicality of language’ tradition that does not need this distinction.

In what follows, we first provide a brief introduction to the DS methods we used in Asher et al. (2016) and outline how these methods can inform us about meaning shifts. In Section 3 we show, based on preliminary results, what these methods give us when applied to determiner-noun combinations. In Section 4 we offer some speculations about what these findings imply for formal semantics.
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4 Although there is a conjunction in the expression ‘lexical and distributional’, in fact these are the same type of meaning from the point of view of DS.
2. Distributional Semantics and meaning shifts

Distributional Semantics, a computational approach to natural language semantics, can throw new light on meaning shifts in co-composition, as was shown in Asher et al. (2016). This paper outlines a close correspondence between Asher’s (2011) Type Composition Logic (TCL) and DS methods that we will describe below. Below we provide a brief description of some of the distributional methods we used in this work. For details concerning how to translate the results of the distributional study into a symbolic system, readers are invited to consult Asher et al. (2016).

2.1. Distributional Semantics

Distributional Semantics is based on the so called “distributional hypothesis” by Harris (1954), according to which one can infer a meaning of a word by looking at its context. Observe the following examples for illustration:

(1) a. tasty sooluceps  
    b. sweet sooluceps  
    c. stale sooluceps  
    d. freshly baked sooluceps

The reader, even though they have never heard the word sooluceps before, is able to infer from the above examples that it is some sort of food, perhaps a type of cookie. How is this possible? It must be that the adjectives that modify this noun provide a clue as to the meaning of the noun.

In distributional semantics this idea is generalised as follows. The co-occurrence frequencies of two entities are captured by word vectors. Observe first the following toy example in which the co-occurrence frequencies of 4 nouns with 4 adjectives in some corpus are given:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>red</th>
<th>tasty</th>
<th>fast</th>
<th>second-hand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>raspberry</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strawberry</td>
<td>1035</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>truck</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A toy example

One way of thinking about word meaning within Distributional Semantics is to assume that it is a vector in some space $\mathbf{V}$ whose dimensions are contextual features. So in the above toy example, the meaning of raspberry is given by the vector that captures its co-occurrence frequencies with the adjectives red, tasty, fast, second-hand. A graphical representation of such vectors in two-dimensional space (since four-dimensional spaces are hard to draw) is presented in Figure 1, with the two dimensions being fast and red.
The graphical representation suggests a certain intuitive similarity between the words *strawberry* and *raspberry* as opposed to *car*: the vectors of the former two words have similar direction in vector space. This similarity can be captured mathematically by measuring the cosine similarity of the two vectors.\(^5\)

2.2. Dimension reduction and aspects of meaning

When we move from toy examples towards real data, *words × context* matrices become very large and very sparse, with thousands if not hundreds of thousands of rows and columns. Contexts can include words and/or grammatical features or dependency relations that appear within a window of any size, where the window might be the sentence that the word appears in, or simply a certain number of words preceding and following a word, or something else still. In order to bring out the ‘information content’ in such huge matrices, dimensionality reduction techniques are applied. A dimensionality reduction reduces the abundance of overlapping contextual features to a limited number of meaningful, latent semantic dimensions.

**Singular value decomposition** While rooted in linear algebra, singular value decomposition (SVD) has proven to be a useful tool in statistical applications. It is closely related to statistical methods such as principal components analysis and factor analysis. SVD stems from a well known theorem in linear algebra: a rectangular matrix can be decomposed into three other matrices of specific forms, so that the product of these three matrices is equal to the original matrix:

\[
A_{m \times n} = U_{m \times z} \Sigma_{z \times z} (V_{n \times z})^T
\]  

(1)

where \(z = \min(m, n)\). Matrix \(A\) is the original matrix of size \(m \times n\). Matrix \(U\) is an \(m \times z\) matrix that contains newly derived vectors called left-singular vectors. Matrix \(V^T\) denotes the transpose of matrix \(V\), an \(n \times z\) matrix of derived vectors called right-singular vectors. The third matrix \(\Sigma\) is a \(z \times z\) square diagonal matrix (i.e. a square matrix with non-zero entries only

\(^5\)Cosine similarity is just one of the various similarity measures that can be used, though probably the most popular (Turney and Pantel, 2010).
along the diagonal); $\Sigma$ contains derived constants called singular values. A key property of the derived vectors is that all dimensions are orthogonal (i.e. linearly independent) to each other, so that each dimension is uncorrelated to the others.

The diagonal matrix $\Sigma$ contains the singular values in descending order. Each singular value represents the amount of variance that is captured by a particular dimension. The left-singular and right-singular vector linked to the highest singular value represent the most important dimension in the data (i.e. the dimension that explains the most variance of the matrix); the singular vectors linked to the second highest value represent the second most important dimension (orthogonal to the first one), and so on. Typically, one uses only the first $k \ll z$ dimensions, stripping off the remaining singular values and singular vectors.\(^6\) If one or more of the least significant singular values are omitted, then the reconstructed matrix will be the best possible least-squares approximation of the original matrix in the lower dimensional space. Intuitively, SVD is able to transform the original matrix—with an abundance of overlapping dimensions—into a new matrix that is many times smaller and able to describe the data in terms of its principal components. Due to this dimension reduction, a more succinct and more general representation of the data is obtained. Redundancy is filtered out, and data sparseness is reduced.

SVD is the underlying technique of the well-known information retrieval and text analysis method called Latent Semantic Analysis (Landauer and Dumais 1997; Landauer et al. 1998). A key characteristic of the resulting decomposition is that it contains both positive and negative values. Though the decomposition contains usable latent dimensions, it turns out the negative values make the resulting dimensions difficult to interpret. The application of a non-negative constraint, as in the factorization technique described in the following section, remediates this shortcoming.

**Non-negative matrix factorization** Another dimensionality reduction technique we deem particularly useful for semantic analysis is non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF; Lee and Seung, 1999). There are a number of reasons to prefer NMF over the better known singular value decomposition used in LSA. First of all, NMF allows us to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence as an objective function, whereas SVD minimizes the Euclidean distance. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is better suited for language phenomena. Minimizing the Euclidean distance requires normally distributed data, and language phenomena are typically not normally distributed (Baayen 2001). Secondly, the non-negative nature of the factorization ensures that only additive and no subtractive relations are allowed. This proves particularly useful for the extraction of semantic dimensions, so that the NMF model is able to extract much more clear-cut dimensions than an SVD model. And thirdly, the non-negative property allows the resulting model to be interpreted probabilistically, which is not straightforward with an SVD factorization.

Given a non-negative matrix $V$, NMF finds non-negative matrix factors $W$ and $H$ such that when multiplied, they approximately reconstruct $V$:

\(^6\)A typical choice for $k$ would be 300.
\[ V_{n \times m} \approx W_{n \times k} H_{k \times m} \]  

A graphical representation of NMF applied to a matrix of nouns by context words is given in Figure 2.

![Graphical representation of NMF](image)

Figure 2: A graphical representation of NMF

As its name indicates, this factorization observes the constraint that all values in the three matrices need to be non-negative \((\geq 0)\). Choosing \(k \ll n, m\) reduces data significantly; for word-context matrices, \(k\) is typically chosen within the range 100–600.

As it turns out, reducing word-context matrices using NMF is particularly useful for finding topical, thematic information. For many of the \(k\) dimensions, the words with the highest value on that dimension seem to belong to the same topical field. Observe for example the nouns with the highest values on a number of example dimensions in Table 2 (computed from a word-context matrix extracted from Wikipedia). The examples indicate that NMF is able to automatically induce topically salient dimensions: dimension 60 has something to do with transport, dimension 88 with publishing, dimension 89 with computing and dimension 120 with living spaces. Although the labels of these dimensions are not given automatically, it is intuitive to think of these dimensions as semantic features, or topics. Factorisation also allows a more abstract way of representing the meaning of a word: we can now say that the meaning of a word is represented by a vector of size \(k\) whose dimensions are latent features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dim 60</th>
<th>dim 88</th>
<th>dim 89</th>
<th>dim 120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rail</td>
<td>journal</td>
<td>filename</td>
<td>bathroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bus</td>
<td>book</td>
<td>null</td>
<td>lounge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferry</td>
<td>preface</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>bedroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>train</td>
<td>anthology</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freight</td>
<td>author</td>
<td>parameter</td>
<td>WC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commuter</td>
<td>monograph</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>ensuite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tram</td>
<td>article</td>
<td>char</td>
<td>fireplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airport</td>
<td>magazine</td>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heathrow</td>
<td>publisher</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>patio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatwick</td>
<td>pamphlet</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>dining</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Example dimensions \((k=300)\)
Word embeddings  Thirdly, we want to briefly touch upon a dimensionality reduction technique known as word embeddings. Though word embeddings are related to the factorization techniques mentioned above, the methods used to induce them operate somewhat differently. Word embeddings became popular with the recent surge of neural network methods for natural language processing applications (Collobert et al., 2011). By word embeddings, one usually denotes the low-level vector representations that serve as input to neural networks; the vector representations are typically automatically induced as parameters within the neural network, training on a particular task at hand. Word embeddings are often pre-trained in an unsupervised fashion by means of context prediction (Mikolov et al., 2013). As such, they are another instantiation of the distributional hypothesis.

As with SVD, word embeddings contain negative values, and therefore are more cumbersome when interpretation is concerned. Moreover, there is research that establishes a connection between SVD and induction methods for word embeddings (Levy and Goldberg, 2014). Still, there is a strong consensus within the NLP community that word embeddings provide adequate semantic representations, and as a result they might be useful for research on logical aspects of lexical items. We have not explored word embeddings in our research so far, but leave this interesting avenue for future work.

2.3. Composition: from aspects to meaning shifts

We have seen above how DS can generate vectors to capture individual word meaning and bring out latent dimensions that might correspond to semantic features. But what sort of semantic features would they be? In a purely denotational theory of meaning in which an expression would denote some sort of an intension, it is unclear how to represent these latent dimensions or indeed the collection of them as represented in a DS vector. In Asher et al. (2016), we took the view that DS vectors correspond to internal meanings or types, which the composition system uses to construct logical forms. Asher (2011), for instance, uses types to predict semantic anomalies and shifts in the meanings of polysemous words and already makes use of aspects in types, which we can think of as latent dimensions.

But how do we know that these latent dimensions could correspond to semantic features? One way to see this is to examine what happens in composition. If these latent dimensions affect composition and make empirically testable predictions about the semantic values of composing expressions, then that is evidence that these dimensions do correspond to semantic features. DS methods of composition involve the manipulation of vectorial or other algebraic representations of lexical content using various mathematical operations: vector addition, vector multiplication, and more complex forms of combination such as we will see below. The view from the DS approach connects to a growing body of work that assumes that the meaning of lexical words can be shifted or modulated in one way or another: either within the semantics (cf. e.g. Martí 2006; Stanley 2007; Asher 2011; Alxatib and Sauerland 2013) or within the pragmatics (Kamp and Partee 1995; Recanati 2010; Lasersohn 2012). Since we assume that meaning shift diagnosed by DS approaches happens at the compositional level, the view from DS is more in line with semantic approaches.
We have developed models of composition that show how the content of each word is modified during composition. Formally, our method is a DS implementation of the symbolic approach in Asher (2011). Asher’s TCL approach provides the basic logical meanings for all expressions, including for instance their basic type information and methods of composition. In addition, it assumes a rich set of subtypes of the type of entities, and this assumption drives TCL’s account of meaning shift in coercions and aspect selection in dual aspect nouns (Cruse 1986). However, like other symbolic methods, TCL has little to say about the content of the type associated with those subtypes. DS methods on the other hand tell us what the contents of those types are and how the compositional process modifies those contents. This method, applied for instance to the composition of an adjective with the noun it modifies, looks like this, where $A$ is the adjective and $N$ is the noun:

$$AN: \lambda x (O_A(N(x)) \land M_N(A(x)))$$

$O$ and $M$ are functors intended to capture the shift in meaning induced by the compositional process. For an an expression like heavy traffic we would have:

$$heavy\ traffic: \lambda x.(O(heavy)(x) \land M(traffic)(x))$$

The meaning of both nouns and adjectives can thus change in this system, according to the words they combine with. However, Asher (2011) does not supply a method for constructing the functors $O$ and $M$. This is what we can do with DS automatically. Moreover, as we will see below in our discussion of a previous study on nouns and adjectives, different latent dimensions of meaning of both the adjective and the noun can be reinforced, depending on what these expressions combine with.

### 2.4. A distributional model for compositionality

In order to capture meaning shift as in the case of heavy traffic, the meaning of the adjective needs to be adapted to the context of the particular noun that it co-occurs with. That is, the distributional model needs to provide us with the functors $O_A$ and $M_N$ in the TCL approach. In Asher et al. (2016), we chose two different approaches that meet this requirement: one based on matrix factorization (Van de Cruys et al., 2011) and one based on tensor factorization (Van de Cruys et al., 2013). In what follows, we describe briefly the second method and the results we got with it. Note that the following paragraphs only provide a brief overview of the model; for more details, see Asher et al. (2016).

**Tensor factorization** The approach based on tensor factorization allows for a rich and flexible modeling of the interaction between adjectives and nouns, in order to provide an adequate representation of each when they appear in each other’s context. The key idea is to factorize a three-way tensor\footnote{A tensor is the generalization of a matrix to more than two axes or modes.} that contains the multi-way co-occurrences of nouns, adjectives and other dependency relations (in a direct dependency relationship to the noun) that appear together at
the same time. A number of well-known tensor factorization algorithms exist; we opted for an algorithm called Tucker factorization, which allows for a richer modeling of multi-way interactions using a core tensor. In Tucker factorization, a tensor is decomposed into a core tensor, multiplied by a matrix along each mode. For a three-mode tensor \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{I \times J \times L} \), the model is defined as follows:

\[
X = G \times_1 A \times_2 B \times_3 C
\]

\[
= \sum_{p=1}^{P} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \sum_{r=1}^{R} g_{pqr} a_p \odot b_q \odot c_r
\]

where \( \odot \) represents the outer product of vectors. By setting \( P, Q, R \ll I, J, L \), the factorization represents a compressed, latent version of the original tensor \( X \); matrices \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{I \times P} \), \( B \in \mathbb{R}^{J \times Q} \), and \( C \in \mathbb{R}^{L \times R} \) represent the latent factors for each mode, while \( G \in \mathbb{R}^{P \times Q \times R} \) indicates the level of interaction between the different latent factors. Figure 3 shows a graphical representation of Tucker decomposition.\(^8\)

![Tucker decomposition](image_url)

**Figure 3**: A graphical representation of Tucker decomposition

We carried out the factorization with non-negative constraints, and we found the best possible fit to the original tensor \( X \) using Kullback-Leibler divergence, a standard information-theoretic measure. To ensure that the algorithm for non-negative Tucker decomposition finds a good global optimum, we initialized the three matrices using data that comes from non-negative matrix factorization, cf. Asher et al. (2016).

**Computing meaning shifts** We can now compute a representation for a particular adjective-noun composition. In order to do so, we first extract the vectors for the noun \( (a_i) \) and adjective \( (b_j) \) from the corresponding matrices \( A \) and \( B \). We multiply those vectors into the core tensor, in
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8 where \( P = Q = R = K \), i.e. the same number of latent factors \( K \) is used for each mode.
order to get a vector $\mathbf{h}$ representing the importance of latent dimensions given the composition of noun $i$ and adjective $j$, i.e.

$$\mathbf{h} = \mathbf{G} \times_1 \mathbf{a}^i \times_2 \mathbf{b}^j$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

By multiplying the vector representing the latent dimension with the transpose of the matrix for the mode with dependency relations ($\mathbf{C}^T$), we are able to compute a vector $\mathbf{d}$ representing the importance of each dependency feature given the adjective-noun composition, i.e.

$$\mathbf{d} = \mathbf{hC}^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The vector $\mathbf{d}$ is in effect the DS version of TCL’s functor $\mathcal{O}_A$, which we now have to combine with the original noun meaning. This last step goes as follows in DS: we weight the original noun vector according to the importance of each dependency feature given the adjective-noun composition, by taking the point-wise multiplication of vector $\mathbf{d}$ and the original noun vector $\mathbf{v}$, i.e.

$$\mathbf{v}'_d = \mathbf{d}_d \cdot \mathbf{v}_d$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Note that we could just keep the representation of our adjective-noun composition in latent space. In practice, the original dependency-based representation provides a much richer semantics, which is why we have chosen to perform an extra step weighting the original vector.

**Some implementational details**  We used the UKWaC corpus (Baroni et al., 2009), an internet corpus of about 1.5 billion words, to construct the algebraic structures for our approaches. We tagged the corpus with part-of-speech tags, lemmatized it with Stanford Part-Of-Speech Tagger (Toutanova and Manning, 2000; Toutanova et al., 2003), and parsed it using MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006). We extracted our input tensor $\mathbf{X}$ of 5000 nouns by 2000 adjectives by 80,000 dependency relations from the corpus. The tensor $\mathbf{X}$ was weighted using a three-way extension of PMI (Van de Cruys, 2011). We set $K = 300$ as our number of latent factors. All similarity computations were performed using cosine as a similarity measure.

**An example**  Finally, observe an example illustrating the unshifted meaning of the adjective heavy vs. the shifted meaning of the same adjective in the context of the noun traffic:

(4)  heavy$_A$: heavy$_A$ (.1000), torrential$_A$ (.149), light$_A$ (.140), thick$_A$ (.127), massive$_A$ (.118), excessive$_A$ (.115), soft$_A$ (.107), large$_A$ (.107), huge$_A$ (.104), big$_A$ (.103)

(5)  heavy$_A$, traffic$_N$: heavy$_A$ (.293), motorised$_A$ (.231), vehicular$_A$ (.229), peak$_A$ (.181), one-way$_A$ (.181), horse-drawn$_A$ (.175), fast-moving$_A$ (.164), articulated$_A$ (.158), calming$_A$ (.156), horrendous$_A$ (.146)
There is an evident shift in the composed meaning of heavy relative to its original meaning; there is no overlap in the lists (4) and (5) above except for heavy. We see this also in the quantitative measure of cosine similarity, \( \text{sim}_{\text{cos}} \), between the original vector for heavy \( \vec{v}_0 \) and the modified vector for heavy \( \vec{v}_1 \) as modified by its predicational context: With the tensor model, on average, \( \text{sim}_{\text{cos}}(\vec{v}_{\text{orig}}, \vec{v}_{\text{mod}}) \) was 0.2 for adjectives and 0.5 for nouns. In addition, these different senses of heavy were reflected in the dimensions in which heavy occurred, thus confirming that aspects of meaning affect composition and meaning shift. Finally, Asher et al. (2016) validated these meaning shifts in terms of speaker judgments.

3. Determiners, logical meaning and shiftable meaning

We have seen above how distributional semantics can inform us about the nature of meaning shifts. The distributional method that we introduced above for calculating meaning shift adapts the vector of the original predicate to its predicational context using the latent dimensions derived during dimensionality reduction. The way the distributional method calculates meaning shifts implies that meaning shift crucially depends on the latent dimensions that we find during tensor factorisation: it is the semantic features implicitly present in the latent dimension that drive the meaning shift. Distributional semantics thus picks up the aspects of lexical meaning that vary with the context: these are the aspects of the meaning that are affected by changes in the distribution. As a result, DS can tell us about which aspects of meaning of an expression can shift; aspects of the meaning that correspond to (or interact with) semantic dimensions uncovered by distributional semantics methods are in principle shiftable. In contrast, aspects of the meaning that are invisible for DS are unshiftable. In Abrusán et al. (to appear), we argue that clashes in unshiftable content of a predicate and its argument lead to semantic anomaly, and shiftable contents lead to shifts of meaning in composition.

We now apply a distributional approach to determiners. Do determiners have meanings that can shift, or do they have only unshiftable meanings? Logical meaning, the meaning upon which valid inferences rest, must be present in all contexts, and so we expect it to be invisible for DS; in particular, we expect that it will not show up in dimensions of the latent space where certain contexts are operative. So, whether or not we get logical meaning or any other meaning to shift depends on whether we find latent dimensions with our dimensionality reduction methods that correspond to logical meaning.

In recent work we performed a number of preliminary experiments similar to the ones described in the previous section but this time with determiner-noun compositions. Specifically, we looked at four determiners, \( a \), \( any \), \( some \) and \( every \) using two different corpora: Wikipedia, and a corpus of unpublished novels collected from the web (Zhu et al., 2015).\(^9\) We extracted an input tensor \( X \) of 5000 nouns by four determiners by 80,000 dependency relations from each of the two corpora. The tensors were weighted using a three-way extension of PMI, cf. Van de Cruys (2011). The tensor was factorized using tensor factorization, with \( k = 30 \) as our number of latent factors.

\(^9\)The former corpus contains about 1 billion words, the latter about 1.5 billion words. Preprocessing was performed similarly to the approach described in Section 2.4.
In the resulting factorization, determiners and nouns as well as dependency relations are all linked to same latent dimension. We can now go and inspect each of the 30 latent dimensions manually, by looking at the list of highest ranked words in each dimension. In the corpus of novels, we found that out of the 30 dimensions, 5 had *some* as the most important determiner (i.e. the determiner with the highest value), 3 dimensions had *every* as the most important determiner, and in 1 dimension *any* was the most important. The remaining dimensions were dominated by the determiner *a*. We found similar results with the Wikipedia corpus: we found 3 dimensions with *some* being highly ranked, 3 dimensions with *any* being highly ranked and one dimension with *every* highly ranked. The rest of the dimensions were dimensions with the determiner *a* ranked most highly. In the following paragraphs, we try to identify a number of semantic characterizations linked to the latent dimensions.

**Dimensions**
An intuitive evaluation of the semantic coherence of each of the 30 dimensions was conducted by the authors, and we have found that many of these seem to capture interesting semantic features, albeit not logical features. Here we describe the results of the Novels corpus. In the case of the determiner *some*, we found that two of the 5 dimensions seem to capture uncertainty or indifference about the identity of the discourse referent in question. We see this from trying to recompose the highest ranked determiner with the highest ranked nouns and other dependency features on a particular dimension, cf. examples in (6). Another two of the five dimensions capture measure or quantity readings with *some*, the difference between the two dimensions being that in one we found nouns that denote more concrete things (e.g. food), in the other we find more abstract nouns. The fifth dimension arguably captures kind or sort readings with *some*.

(6) *some*
   a. [uncertainty, indifference]: e.g. some people argue; for some reason; on some level
   b. [measure/quantity]: e.g. some food, some protection, some comfort, some help
   c. [kind/sort]: e.g. some kind, some sort

With the determiner *every*, one dimension we got very robustly was a temporal dimension: the highest ranked nouns were all temporal. Another dimension seemed to capture part-whole relations, see (7b). (We could not make sense of the third dimension, which is why we omitted it here.)

(7) *every*
   a. [temporal]: e.g. every day, every year, every minute
   b. [part-whole]: e.g. every inch, every detail, every part

The dimension we got with the determiner *any* seems to correspond to the negative polarity (possibly also free choice?), with negation and the modals *could* and *would* being the highest ranked modifiers among dependency features.

10The results of the study on the Wikipedia corpus were similar, but less rich.
any
[negative polarity]: e.g. not show any emotion, without any warning, at any moment

In the case of the determiner \(a\), we mostly found topical dimensions, e.g. legal, publishing, building construction, political campaigns, people, etc. (especially in the Wikipedia corpus). In some dimensions \(a\) appeared exclusively within prepositional modifier phrases (in a chair, with a grin). The rest of the dimensions were uninterpretable to us. We must hence be careful about making too many claims about these dimensions of determiner meaning. However, we hope to demonstrate in future work that these dimensions recur in different corpora and when choosing different latent spaces. If this is the case, then we think this is good evidence that these semantic principles are part of the determiners’ internal meanings.

**Interpretation**

What we have described above is still work in progress, but it is already clear that we are not getting any dimensions via tensor factorisation that correspond to logical meaning. As a consequence, we are not going to get logical meaning to shift. This is not surprising given that logical meanings are supposed to validate logical deductions universally regardless of context. Thus the fact that logical meaning shouldn’t shift with content comes with the definition of logical meaning and the universally valid inferences it purports to underwrite.

On the other hand, it seems to us that the dimensions that we do get correspond to some aspects of the lexical/distributional meaning of quantifiers. In light of this, one way to interpret our results with the determiner \(a\) is that this determiner does not have any extra conceptual content beyond its logical meaning. In the case of *any* we get a dimension that captures its peculiar distribution. Most interestingly, perhaps, the dimensions we find with the quantifier *some* correspond to non-logical aspects of its use that have puzzled semanticists for a long time. The first of these is uncertainty about identity (also known as the epistemic aspect of indefinites). Indefinites with an epistemic effect can be marked by a special determiner in many languages, e.g. in German or Spanish (cf. Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002; Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito 2015). Other aspects of the determiner *some* include measure and kind readings. In some languages, all these different aspects are marked explicitly, e.g. in Hungarian and in many Slavic languages (cf. Haspelmath 1997; Szabolcsi 2015). In particular, the Hungarian determiner *some* incorporates *wh*-words and the relevant aspects of *some* are tied to the *wh*-word:

(9) Indefinite determiners in Hungarian: VALA+WH-word N:

a. vala+mi N [lit: some+what\(_N\)]:
   suggests uncertainty about the identity of N, e.g. some guy
b. vala+milyen N [lit: some+what\(_A\)]:
   kind or sortal reading: e.g. some kind of drug
c. vala+melyik N [lit: some+which]:
   partitive reading: one of the Ns
d. vala+mennyi N [lit: some+how-much]:
   amount reading: some amount of N
e. vala+hany N [lit: some+how-many]:
   count reading: some number of Ns
Note that *vala-* in itself is not a word and so every occurrence of the determiner *some* incorporates a *wh*-word. As a result, *some* in Hungarian is always classified into one of the readings signaled by the *wh*-word.\(^{11}\) Below are some typical examples found on the web:

(10) a. A bárban valami pasas énekelt Woody Guthrie számokat.  
    ‘In the bar *some guy* was singing Woody Guthrie songs.’

b. Próbált emlékezni, de nem ment. Mintha leblokkolt volna az agya, mintha valamilyen gyógyoszter hatása alatt állt volna.  
    ‘He was trying to remember, but couldn’t. As if his brain had gone blank, as if he was under the effect of *some drug.*’

c. De mi van olyankor, ha valamilyen családtag allergiás?  
    ‘But what happens if *some family member* has allergy?’

d. A szeretetben mindig van valamennyi örölet. De az öröletben is mindig van valamennyi ész. (F. Nietzsche)\(^{12}\)  
    ‘In love there is always *some madness*. But there is also *some reason* in madness.’

e. Volt valahány gyerek a kertben.  
    ‘There were some children in the garden (I do not know how many).’

Finally, the dimensions we find with the quantifier *every* are somewhat puzzling and not easy to interpret. Probably, the part–whole distinction corresponds to a semantically relevant dimension, since universals (and also existentials) often appear with overt partitive constructions. In contrast, the temporal dimension we found might simply be an artifact of the extremely frequent use of *every* with temporal nouns in context.\(^{13}\)

4. What does this mean for linguistics?

In the previous section, we showed that determiners, like open class nouns and adjectives, have aspects of meaning that cluster in some but not all latent dimensions. Given our experiments on adjective noun composition, we fully expect that composition of a determiner with a common noun phrase (NP) to form a DP will also exhibit shifts in meaning—not shifts in logical meaning (*every* doesn’t suddenly mean *some* or *many*) but shifts in the sort of meanings we have found in the latent dimensions like epistemic indefinites, the negative polarity semantic behavior of *any* and less well known aspects like the dimension of *every* that selects for temporal NPs. In this section, we speculate how our observations relate to semantics as more traditionally construed.

4.1. Different corpora: different meaning aspects?

In our studies we looked at two different corpora to provide us with contexts and finally a set of latent dimensions for our determiners. We also examined spaces with different numbers of latent dimensions. Happily, the aspects of determiner meaning that we reported on above

---

\(^{11}\) We find the same pattern in Hungarian with free choice items and also negative existentials: *akármennyi, akármilyen, akármelyik*, etc.

\(^{12}\) “Es ist immer etwas Wahnsinn in der Liebe. Es ist aber immer auch etwas Vernunft im Wahnsinn.” - Thus Spoke Zarathustra (1885)

\(^{13}\) To see if this is indeed the case, it would be interesting to compare *every* with *each* and *all.*
showed up across all the latent spaces. Moreover, at least some of the aspects we isolated are grammatically marked in languages other than English, and that in itself is evidence that they correspond to aspects of the semantics of the expressions. On the other hand, it is clear that the analysis of dimensions or the shifts in meaning that these dimensions induce in composition do not exhaust the meaning of expressions. No distributional semanticist, we believe, would conclude that, just because we don’t see the logical meaning of *every* showing up in any particular dimension, it does not have the logical meaning that it evidently does. But then how do or should these different aspects of determiner meaning relate to the core logical meaning? In our DS model and the underlying theory of types that it implements, we suppose that since logical meaning is present in every context of use, and hence in every latent dimension, the operations we do to bring out certain aspects of meaning that are more present in some contexts will not affect the logical meaning of the determiner. The logical meaning is a constant component of the type, while the shiftable aspects of meaning are more or less present depending on what the determiner is composing with.

This view of composition already indicates how we might want to formulate an analysis of epistemic indefinite uses of *some*. If we follow our DS and TCL model, the epistemic use should come from a compositional account in which elements of the context of use of *some* reinforce this interpretation. Since our results are very much dependent on the kinds of context we choose, what context we use to analyze this epistemic use is an important question we need answer. With the right notion of context, the DS model of composition could then in principle tell us which contextual elements reinforce this interpretation.

There is also the question about what the various latent dimensions represent. Does each one of them in fact represent an aspect of the semantics of a determiner? Even the ones we can’t interpret? If they don’t represent semantic aspects, what do they represent? We don’t know the answers to this question, but we feel that these are important questions to ask and to resolve for those who are using DS methods and believe that DS can offer an explanatory, theoretically satisfying model of meaning. A related question is, what about the differences we noticed across our two corpora? Some dimensions of meaning were more widespread in one space than another; in some spaces a dimension could be more amenable to interpretation than in others. Do these indicate a difference in semantics too?

4.2. On the cherry picking argument

The questions in the preceding subsection highlight a difficulty in studying latent dimensions of meaning using DS methods. If we can’t interpret some dimensions or don’t see any semantic relevance in them, then our selection of certain dimensions as being semantically informative can seem suspect. Looking through latent dimensions and “cherry picking” the ones we find interesting doesn’t seem like the right way to do semantics as a science. However, once we see that differences in content in dimensions lead to shifting in composition and we can empirically
test the effects of composition, the cherry picking argument loses its force. In addition, the fact that some of our dimensions are grammaticalized in some languages attests to their semantic relevance. The cherry picking argument, however, still points out a potential embarrassment about the dimensions that we can’t interpret. Our inability to explain aspects of the model hampers its theoretical power.

4.3. The content vs. functional distinction

Logical and lexical aspects of meaning do not map neatly to two different types of words. There is no purely logical vocabulary nor purely lexical/conceptual vocabulary. Instead, this distinction cross-cuts word boundaries. The meanings of lexical as well as logical words have both logical aspects (their model-theoretic meaning) and lexical/conceptual aspects. We cannot neatly separate grammar and conceptual knowledge because they are packaged together within lexical entries. Similarly, the boundary between shiftable and unshiftable content does not map neatly to lexical vs. functional vocabulary: both closed and open class words can have shiftable and unshiftable aspects to their meaning.

Though our study described above is still work in progress, it suggests that there are aspects of the meaning of quantificational determiners that might shift, namely the conceptual content that they have on top of their logical meaning. We suspect that this is the case at least for the quantifiers that have such meanings, e.g. some, though probably not the determiner a. Assuming that the conceptual meaning of determiners also includes at least some reflex of their logical meaning (Szymanik and Zajenkowski 2010), we can say that there are parts of the conceptual content of quantificational determiners that might shift, and there is also a part of their conceptual content that is invariant with context. The first type of conceptual meaning corresponds to the semantic dimensions that distributional semantics can uncover. The second type of conceptual meaning is the conceptual reflex of the logical meaning of these items.

For example, in the case of the determiner some, the conceptual reflex of the existential quantification is non-shiftable. However, the other conceptual effects associated with it, e.g. uncertainty about identity, measure readings, kind readings, partitive readings, etc. might be shiftable.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have argued, based on findings from Distributional Semantics, that both function and content words have lexical/distributional content in addition to their logical content. Our results, based on a preliminary study of determiners, indicate that the difference between the two types of words is a difference in degree rather than being categorical. These findings, if correct, have implications both for distributional and formal semantics. For distributional semantics, they indicate a possible avenue that can be used to tap into the meaning of function words. For formal semantics, they bring into light the context-sensitive, lexical aspects of function words that can be recovered from the data even when these are not overtly marked. Such pervasive context-sensitivity has profound implications for how we think about meaning in natural language.
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